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The intricate designs of illuminated manuscripts are among the most beautiful art ever created â€”

were often adapted and reproduced as chromolithograph borders by Victorian artists. Inspired by

the delicate age-old motifs, artists of the stature of Owen Jones created elaborate ornamental

designs that graced the pages of books, periodicals, and journals with their detailed patterns.Now,

many of these exquisite designs and beautiful patterns are available to today's graphic artists in this

modestly priced, royalty-free collection. Carefully selected from rare nineteenth-century volumes

and painstakingly reproduced in full, glowing color, the 48 plates in this magnificent sourcebook

include lovely arrangements of leafy vines and tendrils, florals, interlacings, spirals, human figures,

animals, and mythological creatures, as well as realistic and abstract patterns. A number of borders

reveal a Medieval and Renaissance influence â€” others, an Oriental and even modern touch.
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The intricate designs of illuminated manuscripts are among the most beautiful art ever

createdâ€”were often adapted and reproduced as chromolithograph borders by Victorian artists.

Inspired by the delicate age-old motifs, artists of the stature of Owen Jones created elaborate

ornamental designs that graced the pages of books, periodicals, and journals with their detailed

patterns.Now, many of these exquisite designs and beautiful patterns are available to today's

graphic artists in this modestly priced, royalty-free collection. Carefully selected from rare



nineteenth-century volumes and painstakingly reproduced in full, glowing color, the 48 plates in this

magnificent sourcebook include lovely arrangements of leafy vines and tendrils, florals, interlacings,

spirals, human figures, animals, and mythological creatures, as well as realistic and abstract

patterns. A number of borders reveal a Medieval and Renaissance influenceâ€”others, an Oriental

and even modern touch.

I love this book and have used it consistently for the past three years since purchased. The pattern

images are highly detailed, vivid and printed on one side of heavyweight paper. Some of the

designs look "uneven", as other reviewers have noted (negatively,) but that's because these

patterns were taken from the pages of medieval books, which were meant to be viewed with the

book opened, showing two pages at a time. So, the images correspond with and match one

another, left- and right-side, and are symmetrical when viewed the way intended. This feature

makes for a very spectacular and beautiful book.When I need to use one of the "lopsided" designs,

it's a simple matter to adapt the design to whatever size or shape I need by piecing the desired

elements together, using either a copy machine or transfer paper or tracing paper. No

pattern/border/design resource book will suit one's every artistic need *as is* anyway; most designs

(in any book) will need to be adapted in some way, either by resizing it, cut-and-pasting, changing

the color scheme, or whatever to suit one's needs.

Not totally what I was expecting, but I still like it for the pictures. I was hoping for ideas to draw my

own illumination, but the designs are so intricate that I don't think I can use it. So this is more a book

for looking at. Nonetheless, I give it 5 stars because the pictures are beautiful.

Wonderful source for illumination ideas. Beautiful coloring of the plates, and very clear images. The

only problem I had with this book was the very high gloss of the pages. It made it difficult to use for

picture reference since you had to hold it at an odd angle to remove the glare from any lights.

Otherwise, this book is well worth the money paid. The Dover Series have easily become my

favorite source for needlework, illumination, painting, and artwork ideas.

The borders of this book are beautiful, hence three stars - there's no doubt about that. However, it's

very hard to find uses for them. Some are actually extremely larger on one side than the other, so, if

using the entire thing was ever your plan - you're pretty much out of luck. The difference in side

sizes are obviously intentional - but bad. I do not recommend this book to anyone looking to use it



for web designs.

A wonderful sourcebook of Victorian border designs. The colors are vibrant and scan well, although

there is some ghosting from images on the reverse of the page. Many of the designs can be made

fully tileable with a little pixel pushing. The copyright allows use of up to 10 images per project. I am

extremely pleased with this purchase!

The book is lovely to look at, but who goes around buying books JUST to look at the pictures? The

borders are vibrant and catch your eye with their originality and style but what can you really do with

them? The sides are extremely uneven leaving no real way to fix and "pixel-push" into a usable

piece of artwork. There is no hope for this book when dealing with graphical design. You should

save your money for something better.
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